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What Does an ECHO Session Look Like? 

1. Overview of ECHO® session (12:00 pm) 
2. Introductions (12:05) 
3. Didactic Presentation (12:15 pm) 
4. Case presentation (12:35 pm) 

A. Case presented (5 min) 
B.  Clarifying questions        

a.  ECHO® participants                                     
b.  CSPCVA hub       
c.  Case summary by ECHO® discussion leader 

C. Recommendations        
a.  ECHO® participants      
b.  CSPCVA hub       
c.  Summary of recommendations by ECHO® discussion leader 

5. Closing remarks and questions (1:20 pm)



Data Collection

Project ECHO® for Campus Suicide Prevention is part of the larger ECHO 
educational community that was created by the 

University of New Mexico’s Health Sciences Center

In order to support Project ECHO®, we collect the following participation data:
Participant’s name, e-mail, credentials, role, and institution

These data allow Project ECHO® to measure, analyze, and report on the movement’s 
reach. It may be used in reports, on maps and visualizations, for research, for 
communications and surveys, for data quality assurance activities, and for decision-making 
related to new initiatives. 



Portions of sessions will be recorded

Logging on as an ECHO® participant through Zoom serves as 
permission to be included in the reporting and to be recorded. Each 
session is recorded, stored, and made available to other ECHO 
participants. 

We will record the introduction and didactic portions of our sessions

We will NOT record case presentations



CE Credits 
for Project ECHO for Campus 

Suicide Prevention will be available 
through James Madison University.
(For more information, see the spring Project ECHO 2020 syllabus at 

www.CampusSuicidePreventionVA.org)



•Use your video function if you have it (eating lunch is encouraged).  

•All participants are muted during the presentation.  

• If you have a question or comment during discussions, please raise your hand. We will 
call on and unmute you. 

•We encourage participation. (Reminder: participation is recorded.) 

• If you called with a phone to hear the audio, hit *6 to unmute yourself. 

• If using Zoom format, speak facing the camera and avoid distractions.  

•For technical problems (such as echoing, audio level etc.), use the chat function to 
“speak” or interact with our IT specialist, Gabe Anderson, who will assist.

Participation Tips 



Protecting 

Privacy    
Identifying 

Information



Introductions



Safe Messaging for 
Suicide Prevention



What Types of Messages are We Talking About? 

▫ News Articles

▫ TV Stories

▫ Group E-mails after Tragedy

▫ Press releases, media 
interviews

▫ Websites

▫ Brochures

▫ Newsletters

▫ Marketing about Services

▫ Event Publicity

▫ Fundraising Appeals

▫ Radio Features

▫ Personal Testimonies

▫ Publicly-available advocacy 
materials

▫ Social Media Posts

▫ Blogs

▫ Dramatic Arts

▫ Lecture Delivery  

▫ Public presentations

▫ Education and awareness 
campaigns or materials (posters, 
PSAs, flyers, giveaways, etc.)



Messaging Framework

Strategy

Safety

Positive Narrative



Strategy

Proactive planning to help 
messages to succeed. 

1. WHY 

2. WHO 

3. WHAT  

4. HOW  

5. WHERE  



WHY You’re Messaging

▫ Set specific and realistic objectives.  

▫ Relate messages to your broader mission and 
goals. 

▪ Connect with your other programs, 
resources, services, and policy/systems 
changes.



WHO Do You Want to Reach

▫ Messages are tailored to a defined audience.  



WHAT You Want the Audience to Do

▫ Communicate for ACTION, not just awareness.

▫ Include a clear and achievable “call to action”.

▫ Provide information needed to act. 

▫ Explain why the action is being advocated. 



HOW to Convince Your Audience

▫ Know your audience. 

▪ Interests, values, motivations, influences, habits, 
knowledge, preferences, etc. 

▫ Pre-test your messages.



WHERE is the Best Channel to Reach 
Your Audience

▫ Choose communications channels that:

▪ Your audience already uses

▪ Are appropriate to your message

▫ Plan for repeated exposure. 



Safety

• Messages have potential to harm or help. 

• Unsafe/Harmful Messaging Content: 
• Increases likelihood of ideation or 

attempts in at-risk individuals

• Undermines prevention goals

• Creates dangerous “social norms” 
of suicidal behavior as common, 
acceptable, or normal  

• Produces hopelessness, learned 
helplessness, and inaction

• Reinforces stigma rather than 
countering it.   



Media Guidelines

Media recommendations for safe reporting should be 
applied to all public messaging/communications. 

National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention Reportingonsuicide.org American Association of Suicidology



The Don’ts 

Don’t show or describe suicide methods or locations.  

Don’t include personal details that encourage identification with the person 
who died.

Don’t glorify or romanticize suicide.

Don’t make coverage prominent or sensationalized. 

Don’t oversimplify causes. 
Avoid attributing suicide to a single cause or circumstance
Avoid portraying suicide as having no cause.

Don’t reinforce negative stereotypes.
E.g., linking particular groups with high rates of suicide or mental illness, 
without examples of effective interventions or stories of recovery



The Do’s

Screen before sharing.

Spread the word about safety.

Use data sparingly.  

Use non-stigmatizing language. 

Highlight solutions to stigma, rather than the problem of 
stigma. 

Focus on a positive narrative rather than the problem of 
suicide. 



Choosing Your Words Carefully

Words to Avoid: Instead Use: 
Committed suicide Died by Suicide, took their life, killed 

himself/herself

Successful/Unsuccessful suicide or    

failed attempt

Died by suicide or attempted suicide

Completed suicide Suicide

Skyrocketing, epidemic Higher/rising rates

Suicide attempter or suicidal person Person with suicidal 

thoughts/behaviors



Website Example

Several XXXX students are hospitalized annually for 
psychiatric conditions, while others require 
psychologically-related medical leaves. Suicidal ideation 
and self-injurious behaviors are common here and on 
campuses nationwide. In a recent survey of college 
counseling centers, 80 of 274 (30%) of schools that 
responded experienced at least one student suicide in 
a one-year period.



A Positive 
Narrative

about Suicide 
Prevention

▫ Harmful national narratives around suicide and 
suicide prevention. 

▫ Shape public perception of prevention with 
messages that promote hope, connectedness, 
resilience, treatment, recovery, and creating 
lives worth living. 

▫ Emphasize messages such as: 
▪ There are actions people can take to help 

prevent
▪ Prevention works
▪ Resilience and recovery are possible
▪ Effective programs and services exist
▪ Help is available.   



Many Ways to Be Positive

▫ Convey the overarching message that suicide is preventable and 
illustrate what prevention looks like in action.

▪ Highlight concrete and realistic actions your audience can 
take to help.

▪ Examples of effective prevention / intervention

▪ Personal stories of coping, resilience, and recovery

▪ Describe effective treatments and where to find them

▪ Programs or services available in                                             
your community

▪ Descriptions of program                                                               
accomplishments and successes



Consider Your Visuals



Consider Your Visuals



Consider Your Visuals



Conclusion
All our messages contribute to 
the public perception of suicide. 

Effective messages are: 

▫ Strategic.

▫ Safe.

▫ Positive. 



Questions?
Acknowledgement:  
Funding received from the Virginia Department of 
Health's Virginia Project ECHO®

http://www.CampusSuicidePreventionVA.org/



Check your Inbox: 

• Syllabus (topics, objectives, CE credits, etc.)

• Evaluation form link

• Case presentation form link

• Link to video of today’s didactic and PowerPoint



Thanks for your participation! 

Next session: Tuesday, March 30th (12-1:30)

Topic: Is Gatekeeper Training Right for 
Your Campus? What Type and For Who? 


